Dear Colleagues!

In September, October, November and December 2019, a number of events are planned at the United Nations in the Human Rights Committee and the Committee Against Torture.

The Moscow Committee for Housing Ecology sent to the UN a resolution of the International Conference (December 1-2, 2018) “Against the Use of Radiating Type Weapons for People”. The resolution contains a requirement for the UN - “to develop and adopt a Convention on the prohibition of weapons of a radiating type (non-lethal, psychotronic), as WMD”.

The UN sent the committee an invitation to the Conference on Events for Sustainable Development and Peace, held in December 2019.

We are asking you to: send a requirement to the UN: to adopt the Convention "On the Prohibition of Radiating Weapons".

This will be the most important UN event "to achieve sustainable development and peace on the planet."

Sincerely.

Moscow Committee for Housing Ecology:

http://moscomeco.org/; moscomeco@mail.ru